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GATEWAY

Gateway™ 
Upholstered Lounge Elements

Gateway™ upholstered lounge elements enable comfortable collaboration. 
They include linear and curved modular components which enable the 
customer to create their own solution. Element styles are bench, sofa and a 
sofa with integrated privacy screen which add sound dampening to any 
concave or convex sofa element.



Three table heights: 22” |  29” |  38”
Three screen heights: 56” | 63” | 72”
Two screen widths: 48” | 58”

Gateway™ 
Media Wall Tables

Gateway™ Media Wall Tables are an excellent solution for areas 
that require high interactive meeting capabilities.  They feature 
an integrated vista or round table with a media wall ready screen 
and stylish base.



Gateway™
The Gateway™ Collection is comprised of 3 major elements that work 
in conjunction to provide smart solutions for multimedia presentation, 
video conference and traditional office requirements.

Gateway™ is carefully proportioned with simple design and clean 
lines that are synonymous with Nienkämper’s design aesthetic.  



Vox® Wall Unit

The Gateway™ range of furniture includes 
tables, media walls, lounge seating and 
accessories, which can be used individually 
or together creating a concept which is 
highly customizable - from small informal 
meeting tables, big formal telepresence 
tables to informal lounge groups.



Gateway™ 
Conference and Stand-Alone Tables
 
are an excellent solution for boardrooms and lounges alike.

Gateway™ is carefully proportioned with simple design and clean 
lines that are synonymous with Nienkämper’s design aesthetic.  



Gateway™ answers the call for the different ways that meetings are taking place - 
both virtually and physically and in a formal or informal way. Gateway™ embraces 
modern technology but is is unique in its ability to adapt to the changing technology 
spectrum.  As such, Gateway is 'technology neutral’ making it more versatile and 
independent. The end user decides which technology is right for them, letting design 
once again take the lead.

Gateway™ 
Connecting in real time for the different ways 
that meetings are taking place.
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